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• One of the main use of galvanic cells is the generation of portable
electrical energy. These cells are also popularly known as batteries.

• The term battery is generally used for two or more Galvanic cells
connected in series.

• Thus, a battery is an arrangement of electrochemical cells used as an
energy source.

• The basis of an electrochemical cell is an oxidation - reduction
reaction.
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Types of commercial Cells 

1. Primary cells: 

▪ primary cell is a battery that is designed to be used once and
discarded.

▪ They are not reused like secondary cell (rechargeable battery).

▪ In general, the electrochemical reaction occurring in the cell is not
reversible, rendering cell unrechargeable.

▪ Common example are, dry cell, mercury cell, Daniell cell and alkaline
dry



Dry Cell: 

• A dry cell is type battery, commonly used portable electrical devices.

• A dry cell uses a paste electrolyte, with only enough moisture to

allow current to flow.

• A dry cell can operate any orientation without spilling, as it contains

no free liquid, making suitable for portable equipment.

• common zinc-carbon cell or Leclanché cell with a voltage of 1.5



• A standard dry cell comprises a 
zinc anode, usually the form of 
cylindrical with a carbon cathode 
the of a central rod.

• The electrolyte is  ammonium 
chloride in form paste next to zinc 
anode. 

• The remaining space the 
electrolyte and carbon cathode 
taken by second ammonium 
chloride and manganese dioxide, 
the latter acts as depolarizer.

• In some designs, the ammonium 
chloride is replaced by zinc 
chloride.



Types of commercial Cells 

2. Secondary cell:

• In the secondary cells, the reactions can be reversed by an external 
electrical energy source. 

• Therefore, these cells can be recharged by passing electric current 
and used again and again. 

• These are also celled storage cells. 

• Examples of secondary cells are, lead storage battery and nickel-
cadmium storage cell etc.



Lead-storage cell

• These are one of the most common secondary batteries, used

primarily for storing large cell potential.

• These are commonly found in automobile engines.

• Its advantages include low cost, high voltage and large storage of cell

potential; and disadvantages include heavy mass, incompetence

under low temperatures, and inability to maintain its potential for

long periods of time through disuse.



• The reactions of a lead-acid battery are shown below:



Nickel-cadmium (NiCd) battery: 
• Nickel-cadmium is another common secondary battery that is suited 

for low-temperature conditions with a long shelf life. 

• However, the nickel-cadmium batteries are more expensive and their 
capacity in terms of watt-hours per kilogram is less than that of the 
nickel-zinc rechargeable batteries.


